Please note that this letter is not the form that you should follow, but just an example of the letter
of commitment given by the Administering organization The example given also includes the
financial commitment.
The essential information that a 'Letter of commitment' must include - are stated in detail in the
Call, 6. Eligibility criteria.
XXXX (Beneficiary (Administering organization))
Unity Through Knowledge Fund
LETTER OF COMMITMENT (AND FINANCIAL COMMITMENT)
To Whom It May Concern:

With this letter, it is my great pleasure to express the commitment of the XXXX to the project entitled
„xxxxxxxxxx“ submitted to the Unity through Knowledge Fund for the My First Collaboration Grant within
the Cooperability program. This project headed by Xx/Xy (project leader/co-leader) and which also
involves established experts from eminent scientific institutions abroad, is a kind of initiative that XXXX
strongly encourages.
Establishment of strong scientific links between a young researcher from Croatia ... such as Xx/Xy, and
scientists abroad will further advance the quality of scientific activities in the entire institution. This
includes introduction of the novel techniques and approaches, enhancing the intensity of scientific debate
and exchange of ideas. The scientific efforts proposed in the current project are in line with XXXX Strategy
of Scientific Development and the success of the project will represent a strong impulse towards its
realization.
The XXXX will provide the necessary administrative and technical support, as well as adequate laboratory
space and infrastructure required for successful completion of the project.
Moreover, all the existing equipment within the institution, shared facilities and expertise will be available
for the program. The XXXX guarantees that the project leader Xx will be employed full time at our
institution for the whole time of the project implementation and will spend .... % of his full working time on
the project (as proposed in this project proposal). XXXX also guarantees that the researchers involved in
the project that are employed by XXXX will be able to dedicate the time necessary for conduction of the
proposed studies and achievement of the project goals, in accordance with the Full Time Equivalents
(F.T.E.) stated in the project proposal.
Finally, XXXX will directly contribute to the project funding with financial contribution in the amount of 5%
of the contracted project cost (i.e. total equivalent of .....).
Sincerely,

